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$200M Development Gets Green Light 

 

The Botanica development in Caravonica received its first official green light today when Cairns Regional Council 

approved a Preliminary Approval (PA) application from the developer, Botanica Property Group. 

 

The approval paves the way for Botanica Property Group to proceed to the next phase in the planning and design 

process, with construction of the $200 million project - located along Cairns Western Arterial Road, on the corner of 

Fig Tree Drive – anticipated to begin as early as 2016.   

 

“As scheduled, we have already started to prepare the site for development, and have planted well over $100,000 

worth of young trees so the landscaping has time to mature before the first resident moves in,” Botanica Property 

Group director Robert Wallace said.   

 

Fully master-planned, Botanica is an integrated residential precinct of over 1,000 dwellings, including apartments, 

townhouses and villas. Central to the precinct will be magnificent parklands and one of the largest water features in 

Queensland. The residential buildings – complemented by extensive, sustainable landscaping - will be deliberately 

varied in height, shape and colour to provide a more organic approach to modern architecture. The precinct will also 

include kilometres of landscaped gardens, walking trails, sporting fields, and other amenities. 

 

“We are fully committed to this very exciting project and while today’s announcement is just the first step, it is a 

significant milestone for development in the region,” Mr Wallace said. “Botanica is unique to Cairns. We have spent 

the last couple of years talking to designers and architects who are leading the field in the creation of tropical 

communities around the world. For the first time, Botanica will introduce these major advances in urban design to 

Cairns and deliver a new concept in modern tropical living.  Cairns Regional Council is to be congratulated for 

endorsing our vision and giving us the green light to take it to the next stage,” he said.  

 

Botanica Property Group, is made up of committed individuals who have a long history of land and apartment 

developments in Cairns, including Redlynch Valley Estate.  As such, this is the first major development to be launched 

by a local entity in many years. 

 

“Our 30 year history of development in Cairns means we have long-standing relationships with local consultants and 

the building industry – relationships that we intend to strengthen as opportunities to work with us on the Botanica 

project arise,” Mr Wallace said. 

 

 

Ends. 

 

For further information please contact: 

Robert Wallace, Director, Botanica Property Group Pty Ltd 

Ph:  0418 796 494 

 

 


